
To reinforce our Finance controlling team near Budapest, we are seeking a

Plant Controller (all genders)

The position is based in Europe (Bicske, Hungary and flexible option to home office), occasional business travel. 

Vincotech is the go-to source for power modules that drive motion control, renewable energy, and power supply 
applications. We work hard to deliver off-the-shelf and made-to-order products to meet all our customers’ needs.

Fast and flexible is our motto. Everything we do gets done with the future in mind. This is where you come in. Join 
us, a successful market leader and reliable partner, to help build a better tomorrow with sustainable technologies. 
Let’s make an impact together. 

Headquartered in Unterhaching near Munich, we also own and operate a plant in Bicske, Hungary, and maintain sales 
offices around the world. Our global team of 900 people welcomes you to Vincotech, a Mitsubishi Electric Corporation 
company.

Your skills are in demand. We need you to:

/ Participate in monthly/quarterly closings and budgeting process

/ Participate in standard costing process, as well as analyzing and reporting standard costs and monthly 

   variances

/ Analyze of production costs, material variances

/ Prepare ROI calculation for investments

/ Monitor and analyze factory KPIs and inventory (including WIP accounting,  inventory valuation, obsolete
   policy, other inventory accruals)
/ Participate in cost reduction projects and approval of project calculations
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Your credentials are persuasive. You   have:

/ Degree in Economics (preferably in finance)

/ Advanced level of English in terms of both oral and written skills

/ At least 5 years of experience gained at a multinational production (preferably electronics) company in the

 field of plant/production controlling

/ Working experience in SAP is highly regarded

/ Demonstrated computer proficiency using Microsoft Excel / Power BI

/ Strong interpersonal and communication skills

/ Strong analytical skills and proven aptitude for numbers

/ Accuracy, precision and flexibility

/ Ability to work both independently and in team

/ Project approach

Join us and take this opportunity to:

/ Be part of a company, which is a key enabler of efficient and affordable energy use everywhere, which is one of the
 most important megatrends of our society and a necessity for generations to come
/ Drive change and have a direct impact on future business and the future of Vincotech
/ Be part of a motivating company culture where flat hierarchies and quick decision-making are realities rather than
 wishful thinking
/ Find long-term career prospects, an attractive salary and very good benefits – all this can be part of your priority

 package at Vincotech

We welcome your application and look forward to discussing how Vincotech can become your next career choice.
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